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10 Top Tips for video mediation
Tech! Find out how comfortable participants are with the 
technology. Prepare with separate test runs.  

AcknowSLKNL�[OL�PZZ\LZ�HUK�ZPNUWVZ[� Start the video call 
by acknowledging what may be different from a face to face 
OGGVKPI��'�I�� VKOG�NCIU�� NQPIGT�RCWUGU� HQT�SWGUVKQPU�CPF�
contributions. Let people know clearly what the technical 
process is going to be.  

<ZL�JVTTVU�ZLUZL�HUK�MVSSV^�ZVJPHS�UVYTZ� For instance, 
introduce yourself at the beginning of a meeting with one 
side. Make appropriate “chit chat” to build trust. Always be 
on time.  

,UJV\YHNL�H�MVJ\ZLK�LU]PYVUTLU[�MYLL�MYVT�KPZ[YHJ[PVU��
Request that mobile phones be switched off and that, 
wherever possible, the environment be free of distractions 
(children, dogs, doorbells ringing, checking emails etc.)

*HTLYH� HUNSLZ�� *GNR� VJG� RCTVKGU� UGV� WR� VJGKT� ECOGTC�
to better display their image. Avoid angles looking up 
UQOGQPGŏU�PQUG��'CEJ�RGTUQP��GURGEKCNN[�[QW��UJQWNF�DG�
sitting upright at a desk or table at an appropriate distance 
from the camera. If you want to appear to be ‘looking people 
in the eye’ look directly into the camera. 

5L\[YHS� IHJRNYV\UK�� Consider insisting on a neutral 
background (e.g. a white wall or a plain digital background). 
This is particularly helpful where there may be disparities in 
wealth or power between parties.

;HRL� ZLJ\YP[`� TLHZ\YLZ� Ask parties to commit to not 
recording the session, not inadvertently sharing login details 
and to being alone in the room. If using Zoom, make sure 
you take steps to avoid “ZoomBombing” (hackers joining 
your meeting), including password protecting your meeting 
CPF�RQUUKDN[�FKUCDNKPI� őſNG� VTCPUHGTŒ�CPF� őUETGGP�UJCTKPIŒ�
D[� VJG� RCTVKGUŒ�� *CXG� C� RTQVQEQN� HQT� UJCTKPI� FQEWOGPVU��
Understand the security features of any platform you use.  

=PY[\HS�IYLHRV\[�YVVTZ� To recreate a shuttle mediation 
environment, Zoom allows you to have joint sessions and 
then move parties and their lawyers into breakout rooms 
which you can drop into. Participants can be reassigned 
to different rooms as needed, as in the real world.  Get 
comfortable with these features.  Sometimes, however, it 
may be better to close the joint session and schedule times 
to speak separately to the parties.

;LJOUPJHS� YLZ[YPJ[PVUZ� Consider the meeting settings 
carefully. For example, disable “join before host”, and 
possibly other features to prevent Zoombombing (point 7). 
Consider muting participants on entry, assigning people to 
breakout rooms in advance. 

Consider hiring someone with experience in online 
TLKPH[PVU�  Mediation online requires different skills to    in-
person mediation.

n this time of self-isolation online mediation 
becomes more relevant than ever. There are, 
of course, advantages and disadvantages to 

mediating online. However, given that it may be the only 
option, this article focuses on tips for online mediation. 
Experts in workplace, tech and online dispute resolution, 
Mia Forbes Pirie and Graham Ross give you the low down.  

We evaluate people not just through words but through the 
congruence of words with their body language and tone of 
voice. Often it is our extremities which give us away – a foot 
VCRRKPI��JCPFU�OQXKPI��*QY��VJGTGHQTG��ECP�YG�DGVVGT�GXCNWCVG�
and generate trust when not in the physical presence of each 
QVJGT!�*QY�ECP�YG�OCMG�OGFKCVKQP�YQTM�QPNKPG!�

Mediating Online in the 
Covid-19 Environment 
By Mia Forbes Pirie and Graham Ross

Mediating online - platforms and tips

In the Covid-19 environment, we assume that mediation will 
take place using a dedicated online mediation platform and/or 
video conferencing software such as Zoom.  If a combination 
with face to face mediation is required, most of the mediation 
could be conducted online with a potential face to face meeting 
to wrap things up once social distancing ends. 

Many of these points seem obvious but make all 
the difference.
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Dedicated online mediation platforms  
 
Platforms exist which combine video conferencing with 

“asynchronous” messaging (different times), and document and case 
management.  They provide the possibility of conducting a mediation 
with different parties at different times.

All of the above video conferencing tips apply here. 
In addition: 

• 'PUWTG�[QW�WUG�C�RNCVHQTO�VJCV�CNNQYU�[QW�VQ�EQPVTQN�VJG�times 
when each party can post messages. 

• Since you will not be able to see hesitancy, where that may be 
an issue, ask the parties to scale their answers, 1-10, to ‘yes/
no’ questions on opinion. For example - on a scale of 1-10, how 
KORQTVCPV�KU�VJKU�VQ�[QW!�

• To avoid delay in responses, send text alerts when posting a 
message.

• Carefully review your messages before posting and consider if 
best framed.

We hope that this will have given you some useful insights. There 
is only so much information we can provide in this short article. Further 
information, training and more tips are available from Graham Ross’ 
distant mediation course at: 

www.ODRtraining.com and www.SeeYouOutOfCourt.com 

Mia Forbes Pirie is a commercial and workplace mediator with 
UKIPKſECPV� GZRGTKGPEG� KP� VGEJPQNQI[� CPF� QPNKPG�OGFKCVKQP�� (QT�OQTG�
information see: https://miaforbespirie.com

There has been some controversy over Zoom’s security which is 
important to take into consideration when chosing a platform and 
discussing with clients. At the time of writing, Zoom has issued a 
statement admitting to security issues (separate from the cause 
of ZoomBombing) and a research unit at the University of Toronto 
has published a detailed study advising not to use Zoom for 
EQPſFGPVKCN� FKUEWUUKQP� CPF� KP� RCTVKEWNCT� PQV� VQ� WUG� VJG� 9CKVKPI�
Room function until Zoom’s promised changes have taken place. 
See https://tinyurl.com/TORONTOZOOM and https://tinyurl.com/
<11/�/'&+#6+10��6JG�UKVWCVKQP�KU�GXQNXKPI�
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